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MECHANICAL DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM ON ARIES 
AN AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOT 

David N. Rocheleau 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

University of South Carolina 
Columbia, SC 

ABSTRACT 
ARIES (Autonomous Robotic Inspection Experimental 

System) is under development for the Department of Energy 
(DOE) to survey and inspect drums umtaining low-level 
radioactive waste stored in warehouses at DOE facilities. This 
paper focuses on the mechanical deployment -erred to 
as the camera positioning system (CPS)-used in the project. 
The CPS is used for positioning four identical but separate 

sensors such as b a r d  readers and light stripe projectors. The 
CPS is attached to the top of a mobile robot and consists of two 
mechanisms. The first is a lift mechanism composed of 5 
interlocking railelements which starts from a retracted position 
and extends upward to simultaneously position 3 separate 
camera packages to inspect the top three drums of a column of 
four drums. The second is a parallelogram special case Grashof 
four-bar mechanism which is used for positioning a camera 
package on drums on the floor. Both mechanisms are the subject 
of this paper, where the lif€ mechanism is discussed in detail. 

camera packages consisting of vision cameras and other required 

INTRODUCTION 
Located throughout the United States at various DOE sites are 

warehouses which store large quantities of low-level radioactive 
wastes and otha hazardous materials in steel drums. The drums 
come in 55-, 85, and 110-gallon sizes a d  are arranged on 
pallets and then stacked one on top the other, forming columns 

maximum). The columns of dnnns are aligned and armnged in 
aisles thmz feet wide. Up to 10,OOO or more of these drums are 
located in a single warehouse. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires regular 
inspection of these drums to ensure the integrity of the holding 
container. Currently the inspection process is performed by 
DOE personnel walking through the warehouses recording 

of dnuns ranging in heights h m  1 to4 dnrms high(sixteen fet 

suspect drums. To redirect more productive use of manpower 
and to reduce workers' exposure to radiation, the DOE has 
proposed to perform the inspectiom autonomously with mobile 
robots Carrying a suite of vision cameras and other sensors. 

In the ARIES project a NaMlaster Series K3A' narrow aisle 
mobile robot is used to navigate through 3-foot aisles between 
columns of dnrms stacked up to four high. The K3A canies a 
camera positioning system (CPS) that is composed of four 
identical but separate camera packages for inspecting each drum 
in the column. The CPS retracts to a more compact position 
when traveling in the open warehouse to effectively center and 
lower the mass of the system directly over the K3A mobile 
platform. Inside the aisles, a lift mechanism extends upward for 
inspecting the top three drums of a column and a parallelogram 
four-bar folds out behind the K3A to inspect the bottom drum on 
the floor it has just passed. The lift mechanism consists of 5- 
interlocking railelements comected by a series of cables and 
pulleys and uses two hear-servo actuators to achieve the 
desired motion. The parallelogram four-bar mechanism restricts 
the coupler (where the camera package is attached) to pure 
translational motion and position is controlled with a worm gear 
driven s4zvomotor. 

The customer for this project is the DOE Femald 
Environmental Manag-t site north of Cincinnati, OH, where 
the system will be deployed in 1996. The COIIstfatn . ts on the 
CPS are: 
1. The system must opera& unrethered and in a completely 

autonomous manner. 
2. hfflmmm movement to reduce power demands on batteries 

and perform inspection in a timely -on. 
3. Actively position itself vertically to survey Qums tiom 0 to 

16 fe t .  

. .  . 

.,* 
Cybermotion I~c . ,  salem VA 
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4. 

5.  

Be capable of lowering the C.G. for negotiating spillway 

The system must safely traverse and tum in a 3-foot aisle. 
benns with minimum 9% grades. 

To perfwm the inspection tasks the CPS carries and positions 
four camera packages. Each camera package consists of lGCD 

units, 2-ambient light sensors, 1-laser stripe projector, and 1- 
b a r d  scaoner. Total weight of each camera package is 
approximately 30 pounds. 

camera, 2-ph0t0gcaphi~ flash lamp Units with separate baw 

Proiect Coordination 
The design process required wordination and input h m  other 

project m e m h  Erom the University of South Carolina 
(Columbia, SC), Clemson University (Clemson, SC) and 
Cybennotion, Inc. (Salem, VA). The design took place at USC, 
receiving vision inspection constraints h m  Clemson University. 
Parts were ordered by USC but delivered to Cybermotion, where 
fabrication of the CPS took place. To facilitate this process a 
near paperless design was used where files could be Ereely 
interchanged electronically. Initial conceptual designs were 
modeled and rendered using IRIS GLe on a Silicon Graphics 
workstation. Equations of motion (developed on paper of 
course!) were verified in the Mathcade symbolic calculator and 
simulated using Worktng Model' motion analysis software. The 
assembly layout and packaging constraints were done using 
A~toCad~.  Final component design was performed using 
Pro/Engineer@. By using the above analysis and modeling tools 
all project members had ready access to the CPS design process. 

DESIGN PROCESS 
The fvst step of the mechanid design process involved 

avoiding the mechanical design process. A readily available 
commercial system that required minimal retrofitting was 
sought. When that search failed, off the shelf commercial 
components were sought. When that search failed, the last 
resort was punued, which was to develop a new mechanical 
design. Some of the commercial products and ideas first 
evaluated were: industrial work platforms used for positioning 
people (retrofitted for this application); flexible metal bi-stem 
tubes used for TV camera positioning; square-nested telescoping 
pneumatic and hydraulic box-stem tubes, fued mast with 
moving track or continuous lead screw, and a Puma 560 
manipulator. None of these solutions were viable so a new 
design was pursued which most closely resembles the industrial 
work platforms available from a variety of vendors2. 

The concept behind an industrial work platform is to interlock 
several railelements, Gx one railelement to ground, and use a 
single hydraulic ram to move a chain-sprocket or cable-pulley 
system to position the outer most element, where the worker 
stands. 'Ihis concept would of been fine for the application at 
hand ifjust one camera package needed to be positioned, that 
being the camera padage on the outer most element. Yet, what 
is required is to position 3 separate packages, simultaneously, to 
different heights. It was decided to take advantage of the fixed 

* Genie Industries, Redmond WA is one such vendor. 

heights and spacing of the drums to position the camera 
packages simultaneousl~, also it was decided to take advantage 
of the positioning of not only the outside element but of two of 
the inside elements. This means that the lilt needs to be two 
degrees-of-hedom. One fieedom is used to essentially adjust 
the total height of the camera packages, and the other freedom is 
used to adjust the spread distance between packages. Through 
this arrangement, two actuators are used to position all three 
camera packages simultaneously at a chosen fhctional height on 
each dmm regardless of the column of drums b e i i  inspected 
Thatis,ifitisdesiredtobe 1/3rdthewayuponallthetopthree 
55-gallon drums simultaneously, it can be done; as well as the 
next move to be 415th~ (or any hction) of the way up on all the 
top three 110-gallon drums simultaneously. Note the gross 
height and delta spread distances are different yet, can be 
achieved by the lift mechauism. 

Lift Mechanism 
Controlling a single output given two degrees of Ereedom 

yields an equation very similar to the equation of a plane; 
therefore, an analytical geometry analogy using planes and lines 
is made for developing the equations of motion. 

The homogeneous coo~dinates (Hunt, 1978) of a plane are (s ; 
so ) which satisfies the equation 

where L (x, y, z) is a position vector to the plane, s (L, M, N) is 
the normal to the plane and the scalar so is origin dependent. 
The line equation can be expressed in the form 

where the two vectors (s ; & ) are the Raker coordinates of the 
line. Here 
(PI Q, R) is the moment of the line about the origin. 

The 3 camem packages (shown in black in Figure 1) €or 
evaluating the top 3 drums are attached to elements i=3,4, and 5 
respectively. The goal is to move the elements so they move up 
with the same ratios to allow the camera packages to be placed 
at the same Eraction of the way up on each dnun simultaneously. 
The equations of motion for each element are! a hct ion of its 
initial height, C, and the actuations XI and x2. 

(L, M, N) de%- the direction of the line and 

=A, XI + Bj x2 + ci for i=3,4,5 (3) 

Note that this is the equation of a plane. To achieve the same 
motion ratio upward the plane equations for each element have 
to intersect at the same line. The equation of the line and its 
associated Plakex coordinates where two planes intersect is 
foundErom(l)and(2)tobe 

Using (3) with 1 = (XI, x2, -2) the homogenous coordinates of 
the planes can be written *- 



. 

for i=3,4,5 

From (4b) the PlWker line coordinates where 3 and 4 
intersect must be the same line as where 4 and 5 intersect in 
order to maintain the desired height ratios on the drums. The 
intersections Of 3 4  and 4-5 are 

Ifthese lines are to be the same then 

A3 =2A4 - As B3 = 2B4 - B5 C3= 2C4 - Cs (7) 

There is not a unique solution to the system of equations in 
(6), so a reasonable solution was found where a particular cable- 
pulley arrangement could be utilized to satis& (7). Figure 1 
shows one such arrangement and using (7) it is found that A3 =2, 
AC =3, As =4, B3 =1, B4 =2, BS =3; and, the initial at rest 
positions of the camera packages, C3, CI, and CS need to 
maintain similar ratios. Equation (3) can now be Written for the 
cablepulley arrangement shown in Figure 1. 

The constants C3, CI, and CS are adjusted to meet the 
packaging constraints of the lift on top of the K3A robot and the 
maximum available range of the linear actuators XI and XZ. At 
rest, C3 determines the height off the top of the K3A base, and 
Cs determines the overall height of the lift. That is, for the 
overall height of the lift to be reduced, C5 needs to be reduced, 
and the stroke length of the linear actuators XI and q need to be 
increased. Due to the camera packages needing to be aligned 
vdcally-with each camera package occupying approximately 
30" in height-the values of C, are chosen to be C3 = 43", C4 = 
72.33". and Cs = 101.67". Note that these V ~ W S  of Cj satisfy 
(7) and represent the floor to camera pnckage distance when the 
lift is retracted. The height of the K3A is 32"; therefore, the 
overall height of the lift is (102" - 32") = 70", which is about 6 
feet tall using these C, values. 

Four-bar Desinn 
To inspect the dnun on the floor a mechanism was needed to 

deploy an camera package off the back of the K3A. The frrst 
mechanism studied was a Watts s i x - h  linkage similar to the 
one used by Erdman (1985) to move a monitor h m  out under a 
desk. Due to the complexity of the six-bar, a special case 
Grashof parallelogram mechanism seemed a more natural choice 
CNOrton, 1992). A nice aspect of the parallelogram four-bar is 
its ability to keep its camera package vertical at all times due to 
the pure translational motion of the coupler where the camera 
package is attached (Figure 2). The motion equations for the 
four-bar are straight forward and are found in any elementary 
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kinematicstext. Theconstrarn . ts on the four-bar are: I )  it fully 
retracts its camera pacbge over the K3A, 2) it deploys out far 
enough for the camera field of view to not be obstructed by the 
sides of the K3A; and 3) the lateral displacement of the four-bar 
should be minimized between its lowest and highest camera 
heights. The reason for this last constrrun ' t is the desire for all 
camera positions on a particular drum to be along, or as close as 
possible to, a vertical line on that drum. The last amstram * t i s  
accomplished by making sure the crank angle equals 9 0 O  

halfway between the lowest and highest camera heights. Figure 
2 shows the umceptual design of the four-bar. 

Lift Fabricatioq 
From the conceptual design of the CPS a final design was 

developed. The final design, and the associated parts from the 
supplier were delivered to Cyho t ion ,  Inc. for fabrication. 
Figure 3 shows the top and si& views of the working drawing 
for the fabricated mechanical lift. Due to packaging constraints 
encountered during the fabrication, the linear actuators were 
assembled differently than what was called for in the original 
design specifications. This cau been seen by comparing the si& 
view of Figure 3 with Figure 1, noting that in Figure 3 the cable- 
pulley arrangements are Werent than the conceptual design for 
the lift shown in Figure 1. The most obvious difference is 
thecable associated with actuator 2 no longer maintains the 90° 
relationship with the top of element 2. In fact, as element 2 
travels up, the angle of the cable goes h m  0" to neariy No. 
This assembly modification changes the relative motion of 
elements 1 and 2; therefore, new equations of motion are derived 
to reflect these changes. 

Figure 4 shows a single pulley arrangement with the cable on 
either side of the pulley at an a1 and a 2  angle of less than 90". 
This single pulley arrangement can be seen on the top of 
elements 1, 3, and 4 in Figure 3. As LI (the length of the cable 
on the left side of the pulley) increases when the coordinates (XI, 
y ~ )  move down and to the left, Lz (the length of the cable on the 
right side of the pulley) wil l  be equally foreshortened as the 
coordinates (XZ, yz) move straight up. The question is: when 
(XI, yl) chauge, what are the new coordinafes of (XZ, y2)7 The 
answer is found by 1) recognizing the total length, L of the 
cable stays umstanc 2) 91, the angle of depempe of the cable on 
the leA si& changes with the position of (XI, YIX 3) 92, the angle 
of departure of the cable on the right si& changes with the 
position of (XZ, yzx and 4) the xz coordinate is constant as yz 
travels straight up. 

Using the above four insights, the givens are: Total cable 
length L, radius r of the pulley, the center of the pulley (a, yo), 
the new (XI, yl) CooTdiDBteS, and the constant x2 coordinate. 
Find Three equations, 3 unknowns, solving for Lz, 02, and y2 
simultaneously. 
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Solve for the following 3 unknowns Lz, &, and yz 

rcos6z + L2 sin& + (xg-x2)=0 

rsin& - 4 cos% + (yo-yz)=O 

An analogous approach is used for the two pulley 
arrangement. In Figure 5 the double pulley arrangement (seen 
on the top of elements 1 and 2 in Figure 3) is shown with an 
add i t id  variable, L which is the distance between the centers 
of the two pulleys. 

In this case the following is given: Total cable length L, radii 
r = rl = rz of the pulleys; centers (%I, yol) and (m, ym) of the 
pulleys, the new (XI, yl) coordinates, and the constant xz 
coordinate. Find. First solve for Lo, PI, and Pz; then find three 
equations, 3 unknowns, solving L?, (32y and yz. 

YI =tan-’ (ye2 -Yo1 1x02 - xol ) 

Solve for the following 3 unlcnowns Lz, 62, and y2 

rcos& + L? sin& + (m-x2)=0  

rsinez - b cos& + (y~z-yz)=O 

Once the above equations are found, the initial coordinate 
values of every pulley and cable connection are determined 
along with the CorrespOflclinB cable lengths. Again note-& 
overall cable lengths remain umstant The solution of how 
every element moves proceds fbm element 2 to element 5 in 
the following manner. Equations (9) and (10) arc used to find 
the new position of element 2. Equations (1 1) and (12) are used 
to find the new position of element 3. Equations (9) and (10) 
are again usexi to find the positions of element 4 and then 
element 5. The result is noa-linear but it can be appmimated 
with linear equations similar to (8) b a d  on the actuated height 
of the lift. 

For small actuations used for the inspection of 55-gallon 
drums the following set of equations is used as an approximation 

(13a) 
(13b) 
(134 

for the positions of the camera packages 
23‘ 1.829~r + 0.987Xz + c3 
zr=2.646x1 + 1.958~2 + C4 
Zs= 3.45xi + 2913x2 + Cs 

For 85-gallon drums the set of equations is: 
23 = 1.864~1 + 0 . 9 5 2 ~ ~  + C3 
Zr=2.72hl + 1.894% + c4 

In (13x15) C3=46.366”, C4 = 72.716”, and Cs = 101.066”. 
As can be seen with these new sets of equations, the relationship 
put forth in (7) does not hold exactly, but in tests of the 
mechanical lift the positioning accuracy of each camera package 
is 33.5”. This level of aimracy is more than adequate for the 
positioning of the camera packages. 

DISCUSSION I 

process and those issues will now be briefly discussed. 
Several design issues were addressed during the design 

Power ConsumDtioq 
One of the main concems of the CPS is for it to be energy 

efficient. To estimate power demands of the CPS a force 
analysis was performed on the actuators. The approximate 
weights of the moving elements 2,3,4, and 5 are: 52 lb., 33 lb.., 
33 lb.., and 25 lb.. respectively. From a static analysis the 
tensions on each cable in Figure 1 starting h m  the outside cable 
attached to the bottom of element 5 and working towards the 
cable attached to the bottom of element 3 are 

T5 4 5  lb. T4 =82 Ib. 
T3 =173 lb. (actuator2 force) TZ 2316 lb. (aduator 1 force) 

With these measurements the power and positioning time 
needed to inspect columns of drums is as follows (the measured 
average velocities of actuator 1 and 2 are 1.3 in/sec and 1.7 
Wsec respectively). 

55-gallon drums 

1 lO-gaIlm drums 
85-gallon dnuns 

3kW-S~C 25 secs 
3.8 k W - s  31 secs 
4.3 kW-m 35 secs 

The 4 bar requires less than 0.3 LW-sec and 10 secs avg. 

Stability 
The obvious question when looking at the lift mechanism is 

its dynamic stability due to a relatively high center-of-gravity of 
the mast on a moving platform. The C.G. of the lift is 195 lb. 
located 6” forward of the center of the K3A hase, and 75” from 
the ground. The 450 Ib. center of gravity for the K3A is 12” off 
the grouud The maximum commanded acceleration of the K3A 
is 0.65 A/sec2 and the maximum commanded deceleration is -1.3 
€t/secz. A dynamic analysis was performed using these 
accelerations and decelerations, and it was seen that the stability 
of the entin system is very safe wifh t h e  acceleration 
magnitudes. What is a concan is a sudden deceleration brought 
about byhittinga large crack in the floor ora fixed obstacle on 
thefloor. Ifthisaccmthcsystemwillbeunstableandwilltip 
ova. To prevent this the Operating environment’s floor needs to 
be clear of obstacles of this trtype. 



F O ~  the bearing load ardysis the supplie? of the aluminum 
extruded compnents, hear  bearings, and shafts expressed 
concern over the maximum torque applied to the bearings due to 
the apparent cantilevered load. Yet, the design of the lift system 
purposely eliminates the lateral forces on the bearings and thus, 
the associated torques, by balancing the road over the top p d l v  
of each element. In fact, the maximum lateral load applied to a 
linearbeanngis 11.5lb.whichoccursonthetwolowestbearing 
units between the element 1 and 2. 

- Testig- 
The linear actuators are ball-screw actuators, therefore they 

em be back-driven. Brakes are integrated into the actuators to 
prevent this and tests show that upon sudden loss of power that 
the brakes do indeed close and hold the lift in a faed position. 
Another test-purely unintentionul-was the “drop test”! The 
lift was traveling up and before equations were wded into 
the controls software, the actuators overextended the lift causing 
bearings to collide and cable-pulley  connector^ to fail. The lift 
came down fiom its fully extended position with only minor 
damage occurring-in fact the lift was back up and operating the 
same afternoon. To prevent this type of occurrence again, the 
actuators now have current limits on them such that when an 
obstacle is encountered and the form required by the actuators 
increases beyond the set cwent limits, the entire system shuts 
itselfdown. 

CONCLUSION 
The lift mechanism with the four-bar in its current state is 

shown in Figure 6. The ARIES project is scheduled for 
demonstration in late November 1995 at USC. AAer the 
demomtntion further enhancements are planned to the CPS. 
The most immediate change will be the use of smaller aluminUm 
profile components and smaller actuators. This will reduce the 
weight of the CPS to make it more stable, allow it to operate 
faster, reduce power consumption, and lower its overall cost 
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